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                   Chapter 6: Structure of Free Markets
                                       
                     Articles 6.1: Free Markets
                                       
                                       
_6.1.a Definition Free Market
 Everyone has the freedom to trade - negotiate an exchange until agreed
 by both sides; the freedom to start and stop a business at their leisure,
 and to engage in contracts that do not violate the law.

 Trade across the national border can be subject to special laws,
 policies and duties by the Government.
.
.  Reasoning. Free market activities can overlap with activities also
.  serviced by the monopoly sector or other sectors, where they can
.  temporarily or permanently fill voids in availability, diversity.
.
.. Ammended/changed 19 march 2012:
.  The idea of this system centers around a freely negotiated trade society,
.  because that causes power to be dispersed throughout the society, and if
.  it can be guaranteed that there is no (or little) theft and power abuses,
.  then in the main the producers negotiate mutually. They can shut out power
.  abusers and criminals, as well as give to those who work with bad quality
.  only as much as their work is worth in their eyes. Because the markets are
.  wide and varied, and people may choose to buy and sell for many reasons
.  - they could choose the price/quality relationship, but they do not have
.  to - if something is worth something eventually one might find a buyer.
.  The market also prevents the Government to know everything, and therefore
.  to adopt its non-totalitarian role. With this great power of trade, which
.  is also a natural given, the people can both heal and destroy their nation.
.
.  The trade across the border is restricted, because foreign trading
.  partners may not meet our standards of Justice and other standards. Trading
.  openly with them can destroy the domestic markets. Foreign entities can
.  use trade as a means to wage a nefarious campaigns against our nation.
.  The domestic market is something that the people through their Government
.  must be able to protect if that is necessary.
.     6.1.a was rewritten, previously: “Trade in services and products between
.     recognized businesses and other recognized businesses, the Government,
.     or individual costumers.”
.  End change.
                                       
                      Articles 6.2: Initiate Businesses
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_6.2.a Establish business
 Every person and groups of persons has the right to quickly establish
 a business recognized by the law, if the activities of said business
 do not conflict with the law.
.
.  Reasoning. Creating a new business should be a trivial administrative
.  procedure, open to everyone. Larger businesses can start with only
.  one employee/owner.
                                       
                                       
    _6.2.a-1 Establish business, dictatorship
     A business can be established as a dictatorship, lawful decisions
     being made by the person or persons having established the business
     (see Article 6.2.a, Establish business).
.    
.      Reasoning. Very small businesses usually are dictatorships, and
.      can only be dictatorships for practical reasons. The employees
.      of the dictatorship often just include the dictator himself,
.      sometimes with a few helpers. Such business can be unstable, it
.      could break under the stresses of complicated democratic rules,
.      where the dictator knows what is to happen anyway. The leadership
.      can also be a limited club.
                                       
                                       
    _6.2.a-2 Establish business, rule book
     A business can be established under a rule book, lawful decisions
     being made by the mechanism of the rule book.
.    
.      Reasoning. Businesses can be established by groups or individuals
.      on the basis of a personal set of rules rather then a dictator.
                                       
                                       
        _6.2.a-2.1 Rule book, limit
         The rule book in Article 6.2.a-2, Establish business, rule
         book, loses its power when the conditions of Article 6.3.a,
         Reaching Democracy have been met.
.
.          Reasoning. The rule book can not prevent the law which makes a
.          business a democracy.
                                       
                      Articles 6.3: Hand over Business
                                       
                                       
_6.3.a Reaching Democracy
 When the person or persons which has originally started a business
 (see Article 6.2.a, Establish business) ends regularly working for the 
 business, and the business has more employees then a number to be
 determined by the People or in their absence the Two Third majority
 of Government, control and ownership of the business is transferred
 to the employees, in good faith, fairness, transparency and equality.
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 The starter is compensated fairly out of the value of the company, and/or
 the private value of employees, and/or the value of future profits
 generated by the company.

 When there are: ..[10]. or more employees, the employees gain control
 as described.
.
.  Reasoning. The owner/director has done his work, other have had
.  to obey his orders, good and bad. The employees have earned the
.  moral right to own be business, and are the only group with a
.  vested interest in the continued success of business. Giving the
.  business to someone else means creating a top-class of people,
.  who wield power they have not build up themselves, and who will
.  continue dictatorial relations between management and employees
.  with all the problems that brings, such as income differences
.  based upon power differences, rather then on productivity. This
.  eventually produces a class of rich parasites, without much
.  ability, but with inherited power (much like a monarchy, but
.  then in dictatorial business instead of dictatorial country rule).
.  Putting the employees in charge, is like a democratic revolution
.  after the King (Queen) is out.
.
.  It should be noted that if a number is given in this Constitution,
.  then "the people" are not absent. So the two/third of Government can
.  not change it, the constitution must be changed instead. Removing
.  the number means it becomes common law, which the Government can
.  alter in this case only with a two/third majority.
                                       
                                       
    _6.3.a-1 Reaching Democracy, employee protection
     When a business has more or equal number of employees then a
     number to be determined by the People or in their absence the Two 
     Third majority of Government, the employees have the right to veto
     the sale of parts of the business, the right to veto buying new parts
     for the business, the right to veto the firing of employees
     in an effort to get below this limit, and in general the right
     to veto self destructive business practice.
     
     The minimum number of employees for this protection is .[7]..
.
.      Reasoning. In order for the employees to have a realistic
.      chance of running the business later, the employees have to
.      be able to resist last minute destructive selling and last
.      minute destructive buying. For this to be meaningful, the
.      employer must not be able to use back doors like firing 
.      away employees.
                                       
                                       
    _6.3.a-2 Reaching Democracy, employer protection
     When a business owner loses control of a business as described
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     in Article 6.3.a, Reaching Democracy, the employer negotiates
     a pension out of future profits from this business with the employees.
     The People or in their absence the Government decides a minimum
     duration of this pension, and a minimum height of this pension.
.    
.      Reasoning. The employer has build the business, and has
.      moral right to a share of future profits. The employer knows
.      much about the business, if it is payed out of future
.      profits it has one more interest in seeing the business do well.
                                       
                                       
    _6.3.a-3 Reaching Democracy, employer debt protection
     A business newly owned by employees assumes responsibility for
     necessary debts made by the previous employer in the clear
     interest of the business.
.
.      Reasoning. The employer should not be left with (large) personal
.      debts made in the interest of the business, while the employees
.      live it up in the newly won business. The amount of profit the
.      employer has taken out of the business can be weighed against
.      the amount of personal debts. If much profit was sucked out,
.      leaving (some) debts is fairer then if this was not the case.
.      This might be a reflection of the character of the employer, and
.      therefore give an indication of the necessity of the debts.
.      An employer which has poured personal money into a business
.      can be seen as a business which has a lend money from an employer.
.      Such things would have to be negotiated. One mid way solution
.      is to factor these things into the pension from future profits,
.      rather then new possibly crushing debt on a business going 
.      through a difficult transition.
                                       
                                       
    _6.3.a-4 Majority Business
     The Majority of employees become recognized as legal owners when 
     they have surrendered to the Court of Justice a description of the 
     decision making rules for their company, which enacts these rules the 
     Law of the Country.

                    Decision making rules is one of either:

     B company: Boss elect. The boss elect decides all, but can be replaced
                            at any moment by new elections in the company.
     C company: Cooperation management-worker. The management and 
workers 
                            have regular meetings, the management will
                            surrender all information, the management can be
                            replaced at any moment by new elections in the
                            company.
     D1 company: Dialogue meetings 1. The people working in the company 
will
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                            discuss the proceedings of the company regularly,
                            and decide per majority vote, one vote one person.
     D2 company: Dialogue meetings 2. The people working in the company 
will
                            discuss the proceedings of the company regularly,
                            and decide per majority vote, one vote per worked
                            hour counting from one year ago to the present.
     E company: Erupting majorities. The people working in the company 
meet
                            when a problem arises, and there decide by majority
                            vote of those present, one person one vote.
     O company: Other, to be described.
.
.      Reasoning. Self evident. The employees do not become per person
.      owner of a part of the company, which they then might take out and
.      sell. They are owners as a group, if they want to disintegrate and
.      sell, they would first need to agree to that in majority. If there
.      is no such majority, individuals who want out while taking a share
.      will have to get approval of the majority.
.
.      The description of the rules for the company can be a simple ``We
.      are a B company,'' or ``We are a D2 Company,'' once surrendered to
.      the Court and the transfer having gone according to other legal
.      requirements which are probably going to be described in common law,
.      it is obvious to anyone what the status of the company is. When
.      a company wants to change some rules they should register under O,
.      and describe it in detail, and await a Court approval, which can
.      then be appealed. The descriptions of B, C, D1, D2, and E company
.      types is primarily meant to give new employees-owners some structure
.      to work with, and to make sure order is maintained within these
.      companies with the force of the Court and Police behind it. When
.      a company has registered as a certain type, it becomes law for that
.      company, the law of the Country and not just the private rules of
.      a group of people, left to enforce these themselves. That is probably
.      necessary because debates about money and work are very important to
.      people, which could cause emotions to flare up. With this being the
.      law of the Country, it becomes possible to make court cases about
.      company-internal decision-making and related details. Such court
.      cases carry the risk of being convicted to pay for the court case
.      out of the company profit, reducing pressure on the Courts from this
.      kind of cases.
.
.      An `A' company is an entrepreneurial company.
                                       
                                       
        _6.3.a-4.1 Continuity of Democracy
         If the majority mentioned in Article 6.3.a-4, Majority Business 
         decides on a rule book for future decisions, the authority
         resulting from the rule book and the rule book itself remain
         subordinate to the Two Third majority of the employees of the
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         moment.
.
.          Reasoning. The employees can not lock themselves out of their
.          own democracy, as this is likely to result in regrets, and would
.          likely be a decision forced on them, while it serves no useful
.          purpose. However, a Two Third majority is needed to change a
.          rule book if any is explicitly established to prevent constant
.          instability in the business organization when something hangs
.          around 50% votes.
                                       
                                       
    _6.3.a-5 Unity of business
     All persons who in practice do more or less the work of employees,
     but are administratively registered as businesses owners or otherwise
     put into a different category, have all the rights of employees.
.
.      Reasoning. Businesses may attempt to evade rules by attempting
.      to plug their employees differently into the law. A business
.      could pretend to accept the services of a lot of independent
.      service providers, evading the rights these "service providing
.      businesses owners/employees" would have if they were known as
.      employees. When the "service providing businesses" want to exercise
.      a certain right, they need to be able to be re-registered as 
.      employees. This may result in the business having to deal with
.      employees having a certain amount of power (see Article 6.3.a-1,
.      Reaching Democracy, employee protection, or becoming owners (see
.      Article 6.3.a, Reaching Democracy, etc.
                                       
                                       
        _6.3.a-5.1 Number of Companies per person
         One person can in total own not more then a number of Companies.

         The limit is: ..[4]. companies per person at a time.
.
.          Reasoning. In entrepreneurial business, it is only useful to ever
.          own one company, and do that well. When it comes to combining
.          effort of different companies, these companies can work together
.          cooperatively, rather then submit to one point of power.
.          Grouping multiple businesses under one person seems only important
.          for people who want to evade laws, such as the maximum on
.          ownership for (pretense) businesses without employees, and
.          preventing companies becoming democracies for companies above
.          the numerical employee limits, etc. Legitimate and productive
.          businesses tend to be owned by one deeply involved entrepreneur,
.          there seems no reason why that single company could not become
.          bigger to envelop the tasks the owner wishes it to perform when
.          the efforts lie on the same terrain.
.
.          When the wealth of a company is counted to its owners, companies
.          can not be used to store personal value. But when that is done,
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.          fractional ownership results in each employee holding a percentage

.          of ownership for democratic companies. When the limit is one

.          company, then if someone only holds a part in another company, for

.          example one tenth because it is a democracy or some related

.          scheme, that would mean that person can not start a business next

.          to its other job, even though it is hardly "owning a company." That

.          other business could be a hobby or something to the side, maybe

.          a car driving around selling ice-creams on sunny summer days. It

.          seems unjust and unfair to reduce the chances of such a person, 

.          who is not dedicated to one company, just to prevent certain legal 

.          loopholes. That company to the side could one day become a bigger

.          company. In this case it is fine if one person has 1.1 companies.

.          Then there may be people who have multiple talents or maybe they

.          want not to bet all on one horse, or start multiple things to see

.          what works. If someone has a lot of part time jobs, the limit of

.          two could be overstepped if these businesses are small, but

.          this problem would probably be rare enough. It would take more then

.          8 jobs in 8 companies of on average 4 people total (8 x .25% = 

.          200%). To set a limit to the number of companies keeps the system 

.          from being flooded by empty companies, and it forces entrepreneurs 

.          to cut what is useless. Empty company shells are a way often used 

.          to commit financial crimes. Every company would result is some

.          bureaucracy at the state level, the state has an interest not

.          to see the amount of companies approach infinity. Who can

.          seriously manage 10 companies concurrently ? Does that no reduce

.          the freedom of other people to start their businesses ? At what

.          point does an owner become a rarely seen adviser, in which case

.          one might as well (from a common-interest productivity standpoint

.          at least, the view of society) set up one management advice bureau.
                                       
                                       
_6.3.b No International Businesses
 Productive activities which help to create the marketable product of a
 business, taking place on the territory of the country, are organized
 in a business incorporated within the Nation. The business acts
 independently in its own best interest with respect to businesses in other
 countries, with which it can interface at its own pleasure through free
 trade, within the context of the Law.
.
.  Reasoning. What this does, effectively, is cut all businesses 
.  organizations off at the border, parts - if any - are independent
.  businesses in their own right. This does not have to hamper business
.  operations at all, as the relation with the rest of the company
.  shifts from a potentially dictatorial management relation to a trade 
.  relation which should distribute profit accordingly. It is important 
.  to deny infusion with other businesses, so as to avoid the losing
.  of profit from work done within the country (international
.  financial/managerial parasitism). Work done here but profits moving
.  to elsewhere is not in the interest of the country, and it reduces
.  the exposure of the management reducing its democratic and natural
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.  responsibility. It is important to make sure workers have all the

.  rights to which they are entitled, such as becoming a democracy,

.  which could be confusing for businesses straddling borders. Allowing

.  multinational businesses breeds all kinds legal confusions.

.

.  This set up demands a trade interface, which is a soft concept

.  that it can mean a lot of things. You could "buy/rent" a business

.  concept from another country, thus making it possible for a

.  franchise to span countries, as long as the interface is trade

.  and not managerial force. This means for a franchise that a

.  franchise chain owner in another country has no management power

.  within this country. When the law of this country disallows for 

.  instance the use of names or franchise concepts from other countries 

.  to be used without a direct contract from a foreign franchise giver, 

.  the foreign franchise holder may sue in local Court and for the

.  sake of local law.

.

.  The transportation business seems to be an obvious problem: its

.  product/service is created on the territory of `this' country,

.  yet its management and organization often would not be here, while

.  it is impractical and costly to change everything at the border just

.  for the sake of protecting local law coherency. Transportation

.  businesses do not tend to suck profits out of a country: there

.  is enough room for competition, transportation businesses go

.  both ways, etc. A view which could work, is to regard each person

.  or groups of persons, who enters over the border while transporting

.  as an employee to another country, comes to comprise an individual 

.  consumer, private person, or person in the capacity of an implicit

.  independent local business. Then they are subject to all rules

.  that hold for businesses and private persons transporting things

.  locally.

.

.  The term `marketable products' would exclude advertisements or

.  coming in to discuss business proposals, which would be a secondary

.  activity not directly producing the products / services. Though it

.  are activities of a business, they do not require local incorporation,

.  unless marketing is (among) the core product(s) marketed. The `context

.  of the Law' is added so the article can not be read as to nullify

.  common law in favor of `free foreign trade.' The purpose of the

.  article is not to deny the Government the power to make law and 

.  regulate trade, international or otherwise.

.

.. Updated (ammended) wo jan 25 11:16:11 UTC 2012:

.  Tue Sep 8 19:29:29 UTC 2009 foreign transportation instead chapter 7

.  Significant: relatively irrelevant detail

.  Certainty: reasonable

.

.  Special rules can then be made, whatever they need to be for the

.  crossborder transportation business, if it can not be solved within the

.  confines of the rules in chapter 6. This is hardly a serious issue.
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.  But if it is going to be solved in a way that bends and oddly interprets

.  laws or makes laws that are hard to follow so that the situation will be

.  resolved - even if properly - outside of the law, then the respect for

.  the law will deteriorate. That could be the beginning of the collapse of

.  the lawful order, which is a more serious problem.

.. End ammendment.
                                       
                     Articles 6.4: Minimum Working Conditions
                                       
                                       
_6.4.a Minimum conditions
 The Government establishes minimum working conditions.
.
.  Reasoning. Working against bad conditions can make prices 
.  low, and therefore a business successful. On the one hand this
.  can be resisted by a consumer boycott, but not all consumers have an
.  interest in good working conditions, especially business owners.
.  Secondly, not everything can always be known by consumers, or 
.  consumers may have no practical choice. Businesses with bad working
.  conditions cause society hidden (future) costs. Workers on a low 
.  wage have to seek cheap products, spreading the disease of bad conditions
.  when they have to buy with and therefore stimulate businesses with
.  low prices and therefore also likely to have bad working conditions.
                                       
                                       
    _6.4.a-1 [[Scratched, see Amendment 23]]
                                       
                                       
    _6.4.a-2 Worker safety
     The People or in their absence the Government establish minimum
     safety conditions to work in.
.
.      Reasoning. See Article 6.4.a, Minimum conditions.
                                       
                                       
    _6.4.a-3 Environmental safety
     The People or in their absence the Government establish rules to
     protect the natural environment.
.
.      Reasoning. Self evident, but probably deserves to be mentioned
.      explicitly.
                                       
                                       
    _6.4.a-4 Public safety
     The People or in their absence the Government establish rules to
     protect the Public from safety risks.
.
.      Reasoning. Self evident, but probably deserves to be mentioned
.      explicitly.
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                      Articles 6.5: Anti Monopoly
                                       
                                       
_6.5.a Anti monopoly
 The Government ensures large businesses do not acquire a market share
 so great that any or all individual costumers are losing the ability
 to choose between many different suppliers and producers.
.
.  Reasoning. The whole point of markets is choice for consumers, and
.  also choice for employees. When there is no choice, the market is
.  stagnated and effectively a monopoly service group under private
.  dictatorial control without Government oversight. This breeds bad
.  quality and profiteering.
                                       
                                       
    _6.5.a-1 Nationalization
     The Government has the right to declare any company which has become
     large enough to fall under Article 6.5.a, Anti monopoly exclusion from 
     free markets, to become a monopoly sector service group (see Article
     5.1.c Service Group).
.
.      Reasoning. Some businesses may have created or become active in an
.      area where competition is not possible or costly, it would be
.      no solution to break them up or create more businesses.
                                       
                                       
    _6.5.a-2 Break up
     The Government passes laws which determine when a company is to be
     broken up in order to re-establish a condition of choice and
     competition.
.
.      Reasoning. When a business is to be broken up or not is better not
.      left to the whims of Governments, because this may produce corruption,
.      unequal justice, and additional insecurity for businesses.

    _6.5.a-3 Maximum company size   
     A maximum company size is established by law, not larger than:
     ..[2 000]. (two thousand) people.
.
.      Reasoning. Large companies, particularly dictatorial ones,
.      threaten the freedom to trade of smaller businesses and individuals,
.      they contract the amount of competition which can lead to cartels
.      and monopolies, and they centralize so much money and influence that
.      they can become a menace to the Public Good. To maintain a dynamic
.      market, within businesses can go bankrupt without causing severe
.      shocks to society, where the power of the Representative Government
.      is not challenged by extreme wealth concentration from the economy,
.      a maximum size of a company could be a fairly easily enforced law
.      with a good impact on the system. Where to put the exact maximum is
.      arbitrary, and therefore it is set fairly high, while allowing the
.      law to set it lower (which would be implicit in a maximum, but
.      perhaps it is nicer to word it in a way that makes that explicit).
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.      Setting a maximum does not mean that there is a right created to

.      reach up to the maximum. (See further: Amendment 1 in 240+ model)

                                       
                      Articles 6.6: Open markets
                                       
                                       
_6.6.a Open markets
 Trading partners, whether businesses or individual costumers, have the
 right to know with whom and what they are trading.
.
.  Reasoning. Market preferences of consumers based on the social-economic
.  make-up of companies is a major element to keep the economy in
.  line with social expectations of the people. For this to work, it
.  is essential that consumers get accurate information, and for this
.  information to be provided accurately on penalty of legal punishment.
.  The information needs to be published, probably at the point of
.  selling, so that there is no additional business expenses/work involved
.  and people may casually observe the status of a company.  The important
.  information is primarily working conditions, which includes where the
.  money is going and probably what the organization type of a company
.  is. In the interest of privacy individual wages/conditions do not
.  need to be specified, unless they concern some special circumstance
.  (high/low).
.  
.  Publishing of conditions may develop automatically in an economy,
.  especially in businesses that expect to benefit from consumer
.  favoritism. However, other businesses are likely to come up with
.  schemes of deceit. For every honest "seal of approval", there could
.  be invented false seals, marginally different. To prevent such an
.  arms-race, all companies are expected to yield the information in
.  the same format. To this information can always be attached creative
.  seals/labels. The government may also device seals/labels to indicate
.  the social conditions. Businesses who cheat would obviously be fined
.  (or worse), providing additional business set-back for such badly
.  behaving companies.
                                       
                                       
    _6.6.a-1 Open markets, money
     Information as specified in Article 6.6.a, Open markets includes a 
     telling indication, in a form explicitly defined by the People or in
     their absence the Government, of how the total business revenue
     from whatever sources is distributed among all that are productive
     for a company, be they individuals or other businesses.
.
.      Reasoning. Consumers must know how money is distributed in the
.      companies that they promote the existence off because they buy its
.      services/products. These businesses are their and their children's
.      future employers. An obvious choice here is providing highest and
.      lowest salary, and/or a wage distribution index.  The information

http://www.law4.org/law-extended.html#amendment_companysize-max
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.      would have to include parties who lend money to a business, because

.      otherwise a high income might be hidden as payments on a loan. Some

.      people might come to support businesses with high wage disparities, but

.      this would hopefully be a minority.  More likely people who don't care

.      for social conditions of workers will not care, not change their buying

.      behavior either way.  If almost nobody cares or if conditions are fine

.      everywhere, the system would be a useless economic burden. Therefore

.      the cost of the system should probably be low from the start, and the

.      method of computing/publishing simple and obvious, so as not to hurt

.      the economy more then it is worth.


